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Coronavirus Exposes Weaknesses In Business
Traveler Tracking

It’s unfortunate when an event requires an emergency

review of tracking systems so employers can help

business travelers out of harm’s way. Worse yet is

when they can’t trust those systems. With the glut of

cancelations this month, false reports showed

travelers at originally intended destinations when

they never made the trip.

This isn’t good for anyone. Travelers might get alerts

about danger in a location they are nowhere near,

travel and security managers end up chasing ghosts,

and con�dence in programs falters.

There are reasons why the process falls down, even

during normal times. Travelers forget to cancel trips,

or they cancel directly with suppliers rather than in

designated managed travel channels. Even when

travelers cancel within their programs, there can be

gaps in reporting from travel management companies.

When cancelations don’t show in the data, the result is

false positives in downstream tracking systems. The

tremendous volume of cancelations and voids in
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Krissy Herman, KesselRun

Corporate Travel Solutions vice

president

recent weeks, and reduced sta�ng at TMCs,

exacerbated the problem. 

“A lot of it has to do with how

not real-time TMC data is,”

said Krissy Herman, vice

president of client services

at KesselRun Corporate

Travel Solutions. “There is

old technology that is

supposed to synchronize

with newer platforms, and

things aren’t connecting

right or coming through as

accurate and clean as they should. There are so many

waivers and refunds now, and those reservations

need to be processed into unused tickets. They are

overloaded and not processing through to traveler

tracking.”

Herman said the “aha moment” came in the days after

the United States banned most international travel.

She and her team noticed that reports pulled from

TMC data didn’t show cancelations they knew had

occurred.

“We were still seeing that as late as yesterday,” she

said on Thursday.

“Systems weren’t built to address this at this volume,”

said John Rose, chief risk o�cer at Altour. “Third-

party companies always wanted this corrected.”

Rose, who was COO at WorldAware predecessor iJet

from 2012 to 2018, said travel risk management �rms

like International SOS, Stabilitas and WorldAware

have been working to address the issue.
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He said Altour �rst noticed a problem in early January

as travelers changed plans amid concerns about trips

to China. Rose said it took the TMC and partner

Stabilitas weeks to correct the situation.

“This has always been a problem, to varying degrees,”

said WorldAware president and founder Bruce

McIndoe. WorldAware grabs from airline databases

the electronic ticket records created after e-tickets are

issued. While GDSs access those databases to get

updates on those records, such updates don’t

automatically �ow back to TMCs, McIndoe said.

According to Areka Consulting’s Louise Miller, airlines

and GDSs use “a variety of protocols for exchanging

cancelations. If it’s a week out then the TMC has a

better chance of receiving the cancelation.”

When it’s closer in, airlines might manage changes

only through their host systems and not GDSs,

according to Miller. That forces the TMC to “dig” for

cancelations.

Charles Brossman, a TRM expert and senior product

manager at travel data and analytics �rm Cirium,

called false positives “inevitable.”

According to Brossman, “While airlines do not

currently track all elements of operational

cancelations, even if they did, the industry technology

is challenged in relaying this data accurately and

e�ciently to a traveler’s TMC.”

There are other

de�ciencies, as

well. Global

Travel and

Aviation
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Solutions CEO

Duane Futch said

he recently

identi�ed false

location info for a

client’s traveler

because of a data

mismatch related

to hotel property codes. As a result, a mapping tool

placed the traveler in a property 1,000 miles from the

one they were staying at.

David Wood, president and CEO of agency tech �rm

Trondent Development Corp., referenced the “garbage

in/garbage out” data maxim. While Trondent’s ticket

tracking system captures the no-shows, according to

Wood, “No one has ever asked us to use this data as

part of a bigger picture traveler tracking system.”

Cornerstone Information Systems also provides

technology to agencies. According to CEO Mat Orrego,

the issue relates to how TMCs “manage their data

acquisition from their reservation and back-o�ce

processes. The past few weeks have exposed how

vulnerable agencies are when it comes to providing

real-time, accurate reservation status as to what is

really going on with any one transaction.”

Lessons Learned

Consultants and TRM experts said organizations

should use the episode to improve their travel and

security programs. One move is to get travelers to

book — and make changes — within approved

booking tools or via their TMC. The biggest gaps here

are for lodging, rail and ground transportation. O�-
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channel booking capture solutions could be worth

exploring.

Another recommendation is to put tracking systems

and related processes through their paces during

implementation. “Travel managers should ask how

TMCs feed TRM systems,” said Grant Caplan,

president of managed travel consultancy

Procurigence.

According to Futch, the key is understanding how a

TMC’s mid-o�ce operates and whether cancelations

�ow into the correct queues that go to tracking

systems.

“Organizations need to know where their people are,”

Rose said. “Coronavirus made it very local. That’s

what this exposed: That companies didn’t have a

complete view, even those with programs in place.”

“Travel managers need data as quickly as possible

because they have 30 people in their ear asking if

everyone is OK,” said KesselRun’s Herman. “The value

of a managed program in part is thinking you have the

con�dence in the data to �nd your people. Last week

proved we have to be better. It caught everybody o�

guard.”
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David has a bachelor's degree in
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0  Reply  1 day ago

Pedro Ceron 

0  Reply  17 hours ago

Marty Hoski 

Ditto. The last two

sentences say it well, and leave little

more to say.



From what I’ve heard and experienced �rst hand,

integration between airlines, TMC GDS systems and

third party traveler tracking systems were a FAIL. I’d

love to hear from someone who gave this task a

PASS. Thanks for publishing this David.
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